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ABSTRACT

The atomic mass excesses of 86Zr, l8Mo, I8IRe, I93Au, and 200Pb were
determined from the Q-value measurements of the (a,'He) reaction on '^Zr, '2Mo,
I85R £ ] 197AU] and 204pb F u r t h e r _ the m a s s excesses of 1 8 l Os, 1 9 3Hg, 2 0 4 P o ,
2O8Rn, 2 1 2Ra, and 2 ' *Th were deduced from the measured mass excesses and the

known Q values of alpha and beta decays.

I . Introduction
The ground-state mass is one of the most fundamental quantities of the atomic nuclei.

Its precise values are useful for studying the decay phenomena and nuclear systematics. A
decay Q value given by the mass difference tells us the possibility of the decay. If the Q
value is negative, the decay is absolutely impossible. This criterion is much stronger than
any selection rules.

Masses of more than 1600 nuclei have already been measured. On the other hand,
masses of about 600 nuclei remain un-measured while their lifetimes are known. The
unknown masses are usually predicted by mass formulas or mass relations whose
parameters have been extracted from the measured ones. The addition and the improve-
ment of experimental mass values provide us with improved parameters of mass prediction
for other nuclei.

The Q value of radioactive decay gives us a mass relation between the parent and
daughter nuclei. A new mass value can be derived if the decay energy to a known-mass
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nucleus is measured. Many masses of neutron-rich nuclei have been determined by Q
value measurements of charged-particle emission of alpha and beta decays. On the other
hand, proton-rich nuclei sometimes decay through the electron capture process whose Q
value is difficult to measure. The mass relation between the proton-rich nuclei is,
therefore, often disconnected. We can see that most of the unknown-mass nuclei are
populated in the proton-rich side of the nuclear chart (figure 1). This is why we are
interested in the mass determination of the proton-rich nuclei.
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Fig. 1. A nuclear chart showing the nuclides of unknown mass. In the "Present mass

measurement", the mass of 187Ir from the Q value measurement of the 1 8 7Os(3He,t)1 8 7Ir

reaction is included.

The Q value of two-body reaction provides us with a mass relation between the target
and residual nuclei. When we measure the reaction Q values leading to unknown-mass
nuclei, we must suffer from the difficulty in the target preparation or from the small cross
section. If we had enough money, (p,d) and (3He,t) reactions would be feasible by use of
very expensive target materials. If we had enough beam time, (3He,8He) reaction would
be feasible whose target candidates are easily obtained. The (a,8He) reaction is located
between these extreme cases. We can easily get some target materials while the cross
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sections are not so extremely small. Because of the negative Q value of the reaction and the
limited maximum energy of the cyclotron which we used, this reaction is possible only on
heavy nuclei. This is why present report concerns the heavy nuclei.

2. Experimental procedures
Self-supporting foils of enriched 90Zr(95%), 92Mo(95%), I85Re(95%), 1S7Os(70%),

197Au(100%, natural), and 204Pb(48%) were bombarded by a 65-MeV alpha beam from
the Sector-Focusing cyclotron of Institute for Nuclear Study.1"4 The thickness of the target
foils was from 0.3 to 2.3 mg/cm2. The beam intensity was between 0.2 and 1.0 uA,
depending on the machine condition. Each target was bombarded for one to four days.
The total machine time was more than 35 days.

Fig. 2. A cross-sectional view of the detector system. The elements are (A) conductive wire

of the energy loss counter, (B) resistive wire of the position counter, (C) potential-shaping

wires, (D) grid wires, (E) potential-shaping plate, (F) plate for drift, and (G) silicon detector.

Since the angular distribution were expected to be forward-peaked from the zero-
angular-momentum transfer for the ground-state transition except for the 187Os target, the
reaction products were measured at a forward angle (8 degree). They were analyzed with
the QDD magnetic spectrometer5 with a solid angle of 5 msr. Then they were detected with
a special counter system6 for the particle identification. The cross sectional view of the
counter is shown in figure 2. It consists of two position counters, an energy-loss counter
and an energy counter.

The energy counter is a large home-made silicon detector. The size of the sensitive



volume is 11.5 cm long, 2.5 cm high and 2 mm thick. As far as we know, this is much
larger than any commercially available detectors.

The counter system was put not along the focal plane, but perpendicular to the mean
trajectory of the particle Ln order to cover an energy range as wide as possible. The attained
energy range was 5.5 %. This is large enough to cover the desired particle by a single
setting of the magnetic field strength because the uncertainty of mass prediction is less than
1 MeV. The position along the focal plane was re-constructed from the signals from the
two position counters. The twofold measurement of positions was useful for checking the
incident angle to the counter. The elimination of improper events reduced the background
drastically.

For the particle identification, the additional energy-loss signals from the position
counters and the Time of Flight signals between the silicon detector and the rf oscillator of
the cyclotron were utilized as well.

3 . Data reduction

Because the magnetic rigidity of incident a particles is larger than that of 8He particles
for the case of 90Zr and 92Mo targets, a large number of background panicles hit the
counter. Since the particle identification in these cases was not easy, we later concentrated
our interest to heavier targets where the magnetic rigidity of 8He is larger than that of 4He.
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Fig. 3. A particle identification spectrum.

The energy spread in the spectrum is much larger than the intrinsic resolution of the



silicon detector. This is because the energy range of 5.5 % is covered. Since the energy is
dependent on the position along the focal plane, the energy spread can be compensated by
the position information. The energy resolution of the silicon detector was improved to
1/200. A typical spectrum of the particle identification is shown in figure 3. The high
resolution energy information was very powerful for the particle identification.
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Fig. 4. A momentum spectrum of the I97Au(a,8He)193Au reaction.

Figure 4 shows a typical position spectrum of the 8He particle. The level structure of
the low-lying states is well known.

The heavier targets of I85Re, 187Os, 197Au, and 204Pb were advantageous also from

Table 1. Measured Q values and cross section at 8 deg.

Target Q value
(MeV)

cross section
(nb/sr)

204pb

-40.135+0.030
-43.278+0.020
-26.480+0.014

-26.919+0.009
-28.043+0.013

2.8
4.6
0.54

16
9.1
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the point of the calibration of the spectra. 6He particles corresponding to the low-lying
st :~s of the residual nuclei impinged on the counter during the 8He measurement. Since
the Q values of these (a/He) reaction is well known, the spectra of 6He particles were
available for the calibration of the 8He spectra. For the calibration of the 9 0Zr,
92Mo(a,8He) spectra, the a particles from the 12C(ct,a)12C scattering were measured at
backward angles without changing the magnetic field of the spectrometer.

The extracted Q values are summarized in table 1 together with the cross sections at 8
degree. We can see unexpectedly large cross sections for *97Au and 204Pb targets. In the
case of 187Os target, we could not find any event with two-days' bombardment. This may
be because of the improper setting of the detecting angle and the relatively bad condition of
the cyclotron. On the other hand, we were able to measure an extremely small cross
section for the 185Re target. The particle identification spectrum shown in figure 5 was
obtained by four-day's bombardment by I uA beam. The cross section for the grand-state
transition was obtained to be 0.54 nb/sr. From this spectrum, the detector proved to be
able to detect events whose cross section is as small as 100 pb/sr.
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Fig. 5. A particle identification spectrum of the 1 8 5Re(a,8He) I 8 [Re reaction.

4. Discussion
From the measured Q values and the known mass excesses of involved nuclei, we

derived the mass excesses of the residual nuclei. They are summarized in table 2. Since
the Q value of electron capture from 181Os to 181Re, and that of p + decay from 193Hg to
193Au had been known, the mass excesses of the parent nuclei could be derived.
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Similarly, from the known Q values of sequential alpha decay from 216Th to 200Pb via
212Ra, 208Rn, and 2 0 4Po, the mass excesses of these parent nuclei were successively
derived. They are also listed at the lower part of the table.

Table 2. Measured and predicted mass excesses.

Nuclide

from Q values
86Zr

8 8 M o

iSlRe

193Au
200pb

Measured (a)
MeV(±keV)

-77.807(31)
-72.703(21)
-46.519(16)

-33.419(11)
-26.262(15)

Predicted (b)
MeV(±keV)

-77.98 (200)
-72.83 (300)
-46.46(100)

-33.43 (100)
-26.28 (100)

from Q values and decay energies
1810s
193Hg

204Po

2°8Rn

212Ra
216Th

-43.49 (200)
-31.080(32)
-18.352(15)
-9.667(15)
-0.208 (15)
10.287(17)

-43.53 (250)
-31.09(100)
-18.37(100)

-9.69 (100)
-0.23 (100)
10.27(100)

(b)-(a)
keV

-173
-127
+59

-11

-18

-40

-10

-18

-23

-22

-17

From among many numerical presentations of the mass prediction, we here compare
the prediction7 by Wapstra, Audi, and Hoekstra with the present results. The predicted
values are also listed in the table. They were obtained from the mass systematics of
adjacent isotopes, isotones, and isobars. If there is a remarkable deviation from the
prediction, there must be some new physical effect such as new deformation region or
semi-magicity. This is why we compare the experiment with the prediction from the
systematics. We can see that the predicted values coincide with the present results very
well.

In the case of 86Zr and 88Mo, they could not interpolate any masses of neighboring
nuclides. The deviation of the predicted values is, therefore, relatively large. For lglRe
and 200Pb masses, they were able to interpolate isotope masses. The predicted values are
in a good agreement with the present results. For the prediction of i93Au, they were able
to refer to masses of isotopes, isotones, and isobars of l93Au. The predicted value is,
therefore, in a very good agreement with the measurement.
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For the mass prediction of 18lOs, 193Hg, 204pOj 20SRni 212Ra> a n d 216jh, the
prediction utilized the same decay Q values as the present derivation. So, the comparison
of the measured and predicted values reduces to the above discussions.

5. Summary
AJthough the cross sections were very small for several targets, the measurement of Q

values of (a,8He) reaction was made possible by a combination of a magnetic spectrometer
and a position counter with a large silicon detector for the particle identification. The high
resolution energy signal from the silicon detector was very powerful for the particle
identification.

Atomic mass excesses of 5 nuclides were measured by the Q value measurements of
(oc,̂ He) reaction. As by-products, masses of 6 nuclides were derived from the known Q
values of a and P decays. The obtained mass values were in good agreement with the
prediction by systematics. Contrary to the anticipation, the cross sections of (a,8He)
reaction on 197Au and 2 0 4 Pb are not so small. This reaction probed to be useful for the
mass determination.

Since the calculation from the systematics had predicted very good values, there is no
new effect to be taken into account.
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